
The key to building your network marketing business is Confidence and Belief

The Backbone to Your Business

• Confidence
• Passion
• Enthusiasm
• Belief
• Good Skill Sets

You can say ALL the right things...but with no Confidence, Passion, Enthusiasm and 
Belief,you will lose every single time

ON THE FLIPSIDE

You can say ALL of the wrong things, but with so much Confidence Passion Enthusiasm 
and Belief you will win...you will win A LOT

You Enjoy What You Do + You're Good At What You Do = Business Gets Really Fun

Contacting is all about:

1. Attitude
2. Posture

"Be You, Just Be Your Best You."
Remember that when you sponsor people into the business, they're not just joining 

YOU, they're joining ALL of us!

Lead With People
Here is WHY we lead with people:

What would you answer to these questions?

1. Would you like to work for the Microsoft Corporation?                             ( YES / NO / MAYBE )

2. Would you like to sell or market PC computers?                                      ( YES / NO/MAYBE )

3. Tomorrow in your given city and town I'll set up a                                    ( YES / NO / MAYBE )
private lunch for you to go out and meet Bill Gates
and lunch is on him. Would you go?



When you led with a Company (Question 1) you got a Yes, No, or a Maybe answer.

When you led with a Product (Question 2) you got a Yes, No, or a Maybe answer as 
well.

When you lead with a person people can relate to and identify with, you'll almost always
get a Yes

Simply Lead With People. Tell the stories of the people you work with!

Credibility

Know what you can ask and get a YES to.

Youʼre going to have all sorts of credibility with all different kinds of people.

Your approach is different depending on your credibility:
- Low credibility: I recently met some people
- Medium credibility: I recently started working with very successful people
- High credibility: I started a business (I associated)

4 levels of knowledge

You may be at any level of training when contacting prospects.

1. You donʼt know how to invite- I am not sure
2. You somewhat know how to make an appointment
3. You learn to invite. You become so good that you can put the marketing
     plan in front of anybody
4. You become “polished” and “refined”. You almost know before hand
who is going to get in after you talk on the phone with them



Ways of approaching your prospect

** There is a difference between your approach and your invitation. Your approach is 
you begin the conversation. The invitation is setting the appointment **

1. Ask Permission
2. Unique Situation
3. Sincere Approach
4. Business Expansion

The ASK PERMISSION approach

- You would use this approach if:
★You are close with this person
★You see them often (co-worker, close friend, family member)
★You will ask the person up front to talk about business

The UNIQUE SITUATION approach

- You would use this approach if:
• You havenʼt talked to this person in a while and business isnʼt something 

you would normally talk

• If you donʼt know how bring up it into a regular conversation with this 
person

• You talk about how you normally wouldnʼt bring this up, but you have a
unique situation you want to share with them. That unique situation is the 
TEAM you are working with.

The Sincere Approach.

-What you use for people who make you feel nervous or uncomfortable to 
call ( Chicken List ), because you look at them as more successful or at a 
higher social status than you. 



The BUSINESS EXPANSION approach

  You would use this approach if:
★You donʼt know this person (cold market)
★You are the upline working the downlineʼs list
★You are working someone elseʼs list"

- This approach is used over the phone and NOT face to face, unless it is 
someone you have just met in public

- This approach is exactly what it sounds like, you talk about the TEAM of 
people you are working with that are expanding a multibillion dollar 
business in their area

WHAT TO SAY AND NOT TO SAY

Words/ Phrases you should avoid
- I started a business (credibility)
- Network Marketing
- Multilevel
- Product
- People/friends
- Sale/sell
- Money
- New business Opportunity
- “Iʼd like to get you involved”
- “I know youʼll love this”
- “I know youʼll be good at this”
- “Come to a meeting”
- “I recently became involved with...
- Name of the company (unless they ask)

Words/ Phrases you CAN say
- Billion dollar corporation
- Business development group
- Business Project/Idea/Venture
- Private Franchising
- Entering as a new market
- E-Commerce
- Distribution Channels
- “Iʼm/we/they looking for the right person/key people”



- “You may or may not be interested and either way is fine”
- “This might be lucrative for us”
- “Come to an event”

The FLOW~~~~~~

-Your approach
-Sincere compliment like “ Iʼve always liked you/ Youʼre fun to hang
around/ work ethic” compliment them on why you chose them to talk to

--Pause--
- That allows them to say Thank you instead of immediately asking a
question
- Proceed with the Invitation - weʼll talk more about the invitation in a
second

APPROACHING SCRIPTS

Ask Permission
“ Hi John, Its ____(your name), How are you doing? Well, I am calling you 
about business, but before we get into that, howʼs your family/whatʼs going 
on? I havenʼt seen you in forever....”

“John, you and I have never spoken about business, would you be OK if we
had a business conversation?”

Remember to also compliment them on why you chose them

Unique Situation

“Hey John, I have a business idea I wanted to run by you. I just have to be
honest, under ordinary circumstances, I probably wouldnʼt even bring
something like this to you. But it just so happens that .... “

 -Now here is where you are going to implement the “words you can
use” in describing the situation with the TEAM. Such as...



“Iʼve recently been introduced to a business development group. We are
working on a project and are looking for a few key people. You may have
an interest and you may not”

Remember to give them a sincere compliment before you extend the
invitation.

The Sincere Approach

“Hey John, this is ____.  John I am calling about a business idea that I 
wanted to run by you, but I have to be up front with you, I feel a little 
(nervous, awkward, uncomfortable) bringing this to you because... (2 
sincere compliments). So I am calling at the “OUTSIDE CHANCE” that you 
may have an interest in what I am working on and I thought it was only fair 
that I gave  you a call.”

Business Expansion Approach

Remember this model is for someone you donʼt know well.

“I am working with a business development group of very successful
business people. They are expanding a multibillion dollar business. They
have a very interesting business model.”

Sincere compliment- “Kevin tells me you are very good at what you do...”

“What do you do exactly?”

“Besides what you are doing right now, are you interested in taking a look
at other businesses?”
“Are you locked in with what you are doing? Or Are you leaving your 
options open?”

★Now with scripts like these, DONʼT READ THEM. If you are taking notes,
donʼt read straight off of your paper or memorize word for word what you
are saying. People will see straight through you. This is something you
have to work at. It has got to sound natural and sincere!!

•Now on to the next part of your conversation- Inviting or Setting the
appointment



INVITING to the Appointment

Invite them to an event- this is a home party or a weekly open or even a
1 on 1 or 2 on 1 with your upline.

7 Keys to Unlock the Invitation

These keys can be used for any approach. They help you move forward
from the approach to getting the actual appointment. If you ever get stuck
when they ask you questions, come back to these keys and that will help
you get the appointment.

1. I canʼt promise you anything
2. We are fully capitalized, we are not looking for any money/ capital
3. You canʼt do business over the phone
4. Need to sit down with you with pen and paper and SHOW you some
numbers or graphs
5. An intelligent person takes a look at something before making a decision
6. It always makes sense for good people to meet
7. Knowledge and good information is never a disadvantage

By the time you get to the actual invitation you are sure to be asked a
question or 2.

5 Questions youʼll hear the most

1. What is it?
2. What do you do?
3. Is it selling?
4. Is it a pyramid/multilevel?
5. Is it...? Is it like...? (another company)

**When they ask questions you answer a question with a question, when
answering questions tell everything and nothing and go right back to the
words you can use list and the 7 KEYS**



WHAT IS IT?
- “It is something I am doing together with a group of very successful
business people and I am very excited about it...”

- Remember words you can use & the 7 keys for questions following this.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
- “Have you heard of e-commerce?”
- They (we) are establishing distribution channels on the internet

Go back to the words you can use list & the 7 keys to the invitation.

IS IT A MULTILEVEL/PYRAMID?
“What do you mean by pyramid?”
- LISTEN EXACTLY WHAT HE/SHE IS SAYING!!!
- It is nothing like that
- Go back to the 7 KEYS

 “What do you mean by multilevel?”
- it is an evolution of that concept
- It is more e-commerce

Go back to the words you can use list & the 7 keys to the invitation.

Is it like...(another company)?
- It is an evolution of that concept
- It is e-commerce

Go back to the words you can use list & the 7 keys to the invitation.

Isn’t this EASY!!!

2 last points

First, is your attitude with contacting. You will have one of two attitudes the

• “Please please please attitude”



• “I have something big in my hands and maybe if you qualify I will show itto 
you”

Second are a few tips

 Maximize your time
• You can give 52 presentations (approaches and invites)

• 1 a week for 52 weeks
• 52 plans 2 a week for 6 months
• 52 plans 1 a day for 52 days

 Thatʼs how you create momentum. Momentum is mass x velocity,
build up speed and velocity together.

• Try to have people come to you
• Back-to-back appointments

★Have people come to you and then set appointments back to back,
rather than you having to go to all different locations spending your
time traveling or having a huge gap between plans.

RECAP

✦- Concept and philosophies
✦- Backbone of your business
✦- Confidence passion enthusiasm belief
✦- Lead with people
✦- Measure your credibility
✦- Flow

•- Approach (Ask permission, unique situation, business expansion)
•- Sincere compliment
•- Pause-
•- Invitation with words you can use and the 7 KEYS of inviting

Remember to always use the words you can use and the 7 keys of inviting
when a prospect asks you questions about the business
 
Maximize your time

•- Have fun with it.


